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Measuring Dose and Teaching Moment Cues in Speech Sound Disorder
Abby Marshall, Zoe Sullivan, & Amy Glaspey, Ph.D., CCC-SLP SPEAK Lab
Introduction
Defining and clarifying intervention elements helps
speech-language pathologists (SLPs) understand how
to implement effective and efficient methods during
therapy sessions. By evaluating modeling and dose in
therapy, we can explore procedures that result in
better outcomes (Baker et al., 2018).
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Speech Sound Disorders: Occur when children have
difficulties saying sounds appropriately and need
specialized instruction by an SLP to be understood.
Dose: The “number of properly administered teaching
episodes per session’’ (Warren et al., 2007).
● High dose with low frequency has better overall
outcome in children’s ability to learn phonetically
(McGinty et al., 2011).
Teaching Moment Cues: Modalities of modeling
include spoken, visual, tactile/kinesthetic, and gestural
cueing elements during a therapy session (Baker et al.,
2018).
● A multimodal therapy approach directly improved
articulation, literacy skills, and phonemic
awareness (Pieretti et al., 2014).

Research Questions
How can we measure (a) dose and (b) modalities of
cues in speech therapy?
What are the outcomes for individual sessions?

Methods
Participants included two boys aged 6;2 and 3;8 with
SSD; observed via video recording during treatment. A
coding scheme was developed to track dose and
different types of cues used in therapy sessions; both
were counted in one-minute increments.
● Dose Coding Scheme: tallied clinician’s prompt, if
there was a production from the child, and if that
production was correct or incorrect.
● Cues Coding Scheme: tallied the cues given by the
clinician: pause, verbal model, pointing, visual cue,
prolongation/segmentation, tactile, instruction, and
indirect cue.
The coding schemes were used to track one session of
the /r/ sound for each child and one session of the
/sp/ cluster target for each child.
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● Dose coding scheme: Allowed for total prompts,
productions, and accuracy to be reliably tallied in
one-minute increments.
● Teaching moment coding scheme: Allowed for tracking
types of prompts and when prompts occur. Each cue was
carefully defined for reliable coding.
● Dose Outcomes: more prompts and productions occurred
with 34M and Certified Clinician; fewer prompts and
productions occurred with 35M and graduate student
clinician.
● Teaching Moment Outcomes: more variety of cueing
methods occurred during /r/ production than /sp/
production. A verbal model was used most often by both
certified clinician and graduate student clinician to
prompt the child.

Discussion
Results

● Dose was easier to code
● Cueing took longer to code because many cues occurred
together, required careful viewing and listening.
● Clinician, child, and target variability affected dose, cues
(more/less prompts, response to prompts etc.)
● Multiple sources were needed to measure accuracy,
including clinician perception during the moment.
● Additional coders could be trained on the coding scheme
so it can be used across clinicians.
● Dose required careful definition for reliability.
● Video observation approach created some challenges
(distance from camera/microphone, loss sounds, etc.).
● Indirect models varied widely across sessions, which may
or may not affect treatment outcomes.

Future Directions
● Conduct research across more participants and treatment
approaches to better understand the effects of dose and
cues.
● Apply the coding schemes to additional therapy sessions
and children.
● Evaluate the amount of dose and cues that is beneficial
for better outcomes.
● Establish optimal, yet individualized, amount of dose per
session.
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